
The passion behind
big cancer projects
� Peter McIntyre

Kris Vantongelen, now managing director of the Breast International Group, has played a

pivotal role in two arenas that have been essential to the progress of oncology in recent

decades: the development of systems for data collection and analysis, and the organisation of

international interdisciplinary collaboration. She describes herself as ‘a believer’.

Looking back, Kris Vantongelen takes a tough
line about her own merits and credibility.
“What was my knowledge?” she asks about

setting up the first quality assurance programme in
European cancer research trials. “Who were we to
comeand judge them?” she recalls some researchers
asking on one of her visits to European hospitals. “I
had no idea where to start,” she says about the first
conference she organised.

She isalmost forensic inscrutinisingherownqual-
ities, mentioning more than once her lack of formal
medical training. Yet she also describes herself as
“addicted to a challenge”.Her first instinct is toques-
tionwhether she is the right person for the job – her
second is to learn to do it.

Her ruleof life is, “Passion shouldbe thedriver for
everything you do, even though it’s not necessarily a
guarantee that you can do everythingwell.”

She has left her mark on the development of
cancer research inEurope in threeways. Sheworked
alongside Emmanuel van der Schueren, one of the
driving forces in building international collaboration
and research inEurope, to developquality control of
data collection in clinical trials.

As conference and programme manager of the Fed-
eration of European Cancer Societies (FECS), she
put together a succession of ECCO conferences
and developed the FECS conference unit that
brought a string of specialistmeetings into being.

Today, she is managing director of the Brussels-
based Breast International Group (BIG), managing
theprocess of collaborative research intobreast can-
cer work across continents.

She has done her share of writing papers and
speaking at conferences, but for the most part
Vantongelen has worked as a catalyst, facilitator
and manager, bringing ideas to life and making
things happen.

Martine Piccart, President of the European
Organisation forResearch andTreatment ofCancer
(EORTC), recruitedher to runBIG fromherbase at
the JulesBordet Institute inBrussels in2006,because
of her “truly remarkable skills”.

“Kris immediately understands where the key
cancer projects are and which deserve to be sup-
ported,” says Piccart. “She brings talented people
together and helps them to build a great educa-
tional conference or innovative research protocol.
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acomplete lackofknowledgeofmedicine.Hetoldher
to join anymedical course that interested her.

She jumped at the chance. “I did part of the
training that radiotherapy oncologists followed and I
followed the training that thenurses in oncologyhad
from the head of the department.

“What made it so fantastic was I was 100% sup-
ported by themedical staff –multidisciplinarymen-
tors who helped me understand how to benchmark
research and the clinical implications.

A PASSION TO KNOW
“Forme it became a passion to know. It was a puzzle
that at first looked like 1,000 pieces. The more I
learned, the more I realised that it was perhaps a
10,000 piece puzzle. It was an unbelievable oppor-
tunity and a great learning experience.”

She has a good feeling about what is achievable and
makes it happen, and she can develop a project step
by step, helping to overcome all human and
bureaucratic obstacles.”

Vantongelen graduated in1968 from theLeuven
Catholic University, during a tumultuous year in
which student radicalism and the increasingly frac-
tiousdivisions inBelgian societycollided.Shemether
husband to be, Jos Van Grunderbeeck, as a student
and they married soon afterwards. In 1969, a young
marriedgraduate inmanagement studies, sheneeded
a jobwith security and a future.

The director of Leuven University Hospital,
Gerard van der Schueren (Emmanuel’s father), was
looking for someone with knowledge of statistics to
organise thedata inhis oncologydepartment.Vander
Schuerenwasunworried thatVantongelenprofessed
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Vantongelen developed a system from scratch, later
taken over by the hospital registration system, to
allow doctors to analyse retrospectively what had
happened to the patients they treated for cancer.
“Wehadnocomputer in theearly ’70s anddeveloped
a manually searchable database including patient
and tumourcharacteristics, pathology, treatment and
follow-up data. It is amazing thinking of that now.”

In the late 1970s, Emmanuel van der Schueren
becameheadof radiationoncology atLeuven in suc-
cession to his father, and prospective clinical trials
were introduced. He asked Vantongelen to manage
the protocol for theH5 trial in early-stageHodgkin’s
disease – their firstmulti-centre prospective study.

“They said, ‘You learn the protocol by heart and
tell us what we need to do.’ Now what does that
mean? What is a protocol? What are the issues
involved in conducting cancer clinical trials at a local

level?” These were all things that she had to work
out and learn.

Later Vantongelen acquired a computer, “like
a monument, huge and very heavy”, and began to
devise systems to make data collection and analy-
sis easier.

The introduction of clinical protocols required
careful attention to thedocumentationof treatment,
response and toxicity in the patient file, but consis-
tency was difficult to achieve because doctors often
had their ownway of classifying symptoms and side-
effects.During the 1980s, as computerisationmade
comparisons easier, Vantongelen became increas-
ingly aware of discrepancies.

“I was really intrigued by the difference in inter-
pretation of protocol guidelines and instructions
between medical staff. For instance, variations in
defining the dominant site of the disease, a key
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Thinking BIG. Vantongelen with (left) Martine Piccart, chair of the Breast International Group, and (centre)
Eleanor McFadden of Frontier Science, which does the randomisation and statistical work for BIG

She developed a system from scratch to allow doctors

to analyse what had happened to their patients



stratification inmetastaticbreastcancer trials,wasone
of these issues thatgave rise to seriousconcern. Imen-
tioned this to themedical staff andaskedwhat I could
do to guarantee thatwhat Iwas transferringwas cor-
rect.” Vantongelen organised a test amongst investi-
gators attending theEORTCBreastGroup, and this
confirmed the lack of consistency in determining
the dominant site of disease.

By the mid-1980s, EORTC was coordinating
200 multi-centre clinical trials across Europe, sup-
ported by a core grant from the American National
Cancer Institute (NCI). The NCI warned EORTC
that it would not continue financial support without
quality assuranceprocedures.Vantongelenwasasked
to setupadataqualitycontrol systemforEORTCand
producea reportwithin sixmonths thatwould satisfy
theNCI.

With little guidanceonhowtodevisea systemthat
would work for researchers at different sites using
manydifferentprotocols,Vantongelenused “common
sense and my own experience” to set up a two-stage
dataquality control procedure, using aquestionnaire
followed by on-site visits.

WithNicoleRotmensz fromEORTC, shevisited
hospitals, comparing their records with data on trial
case report forms.Theoriginal concernwaswhether
data were being accurately recorded. They found
few errors. However, up to 14% of entries could not
be checked as theywere not in the patient notes.

“If the data are not in the patient’s file, the origin
can still be a trustworthy source, like thedoctor him-
self, but if you cannot check it in the file you have to
take it on trust. If thedoctor filled the form in front of
the patient that is one story. But if he did it retro-
spectivelyat theendof theweek,orperhapseven later,
that was a concern.”

ALARMING VARIATIONS
VantongelenandRotmensz founda lackof systematic
recording and alarming variations in the way that
chemotherapy regimens were being implemented,
especially the sequencing and intervals of drugs.

Sincemany trialswere concernedwith the toxicity of
treatments, with subtle but important differences
between regimens, thequality of toxicity data inpar-
ticular was critical.

Inoneyear,VantongelenandRotmensz visited56
hospitals in Europe and their work led directly to an
improvement in data collected for clinical research.
Theydidnotalways feelwelcome. “In thevery first vis-
its, it looked to most investigators like we were the
police coming to judge them.But trustwas gradually
built, supported by encouraging results.”

The first findings, published in the European
Journal of Cancer Clinical Oncology in 1989, rec-
ommended “good local organisation with tight
internal control”.

Withagroupofmedical oncologists,Vantongelen
devised a system to ensure the integrity of research
results, with a check list for every patient entering
EORTCclinical trials.However, “tight internal con-
trol”wasnot alwayseasy toachieve. “The introduction
of clinical trials induceda lot of extrawork.Mosthos-
pitalsdidnothaveproper support systems fordataand
clinical research management. If the investigator
was the only one to deal with all that, the adminis-
trative burden became a problem.”

However, she says, “Over the years, quality assur-
ance programmes developed for radiotherapy,
chemotherapy and even for surgical procedures,
together with more precise documentation of these
processes.Undoubtedly this had abeneficial impact
onquality of treatment, not only restricted topatients
in clinical trials.”

Vantongelen was increasingly in demand as a
speaker about quality control at ECCO and the
European radiology and oncology society, ESTRO,
and atmeetings of theAmericanSociety forClinical
Trials. In 1989, Rotmensz, Vantongelen and Josette
Renard, from the EORTC data centre, published a
bookondatamanagement andclinical trials. Further
international work included a visit to MDAnderson
in Houston to evaluate data management in clinical
trials at the radiation oncology department.

Consistency was difficult because doctors had

their own way of classifying symptoms and side-effects
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Nowchairing theEORTCdatamanagement group,
Vantongelen set up training courses to bring nurses,
doctors and administrators into clinical trial man-
agement – and to introduce new researchers to
EORTC procedures. She produced, with Jean-
ClaudeHoriot, fromDijon, the firstwrittenpractical
guide toEORTCstudies, and followed thiswith the
first edition of the EORTC manual on clinical
research in breast cancer.

In1988, itwasdecided tohold the1991EORTC
European Breast Cancer Working Conference in
Leuven, andVantongelen ‘volunteered’ to organise it
with a small team of people in the oncology depart-
ment. “Ihadno ideawhere to start, but Iwasaddicted
to challenges, and this was something new. I know
nowthat I amstress resistant.Wedid it and itwasone
of the best EORTC Breast Cancer Conferences.
But I remember my words on the last day when
everybody left. I said, ‘Never, ever again inmy lifewill
I organise a conference.’”

By 1994 Leuven University Hospital had out-
grown its city centre site, and the oncology depart-
ment moved to the Gasthuisberg campus. As
Vantongelen started to pack into boxes 25 years of
history, she decided it was time to move on. “I
thought: What would I like to do now? I only
know about oncology, but I am not a
specialist in anything particular.”

ORGANISING ECCO
Emmanuel vanderSchueren
had been a leading light in
the formation of theFeder-
ation of European Cancer
Societies (FECS), origi-
nally run from the same
LeuvenUniversity corridor.
FECS was looking for
somebody to put together sci-
entific programmes for its
ECCO conference.

For the next 12 years, Vantonge-
lenplannedandorganised scientific pro-

grammes forECCO, the largest cancerconference in
Europe, covering not onlymedical oncology, surgery
and radiation oncology, but also pathology, basic sci-
ence, nursing and every aspect of multidisciplinary
working.The scientific committeeassigned someone
to be responsible for the programme, assisted by
experts from other disciplines. Synergy with the
committee and thechairwas crucial for achieving an
interesting andbalancedprogramme. “Itwas a fasci-
nating time. I knew a lot of people andwewere very
complementary.”

Vantongelenworked on six ECCOconferences,
andbefore she leftFECS, setup thecoreprogramme
for the seventh in Barcelona in September 2007.
Although sometimes overshadowed by the presti-
gious American ASCO conference, ECCO flour-
ished and attendances doubled.

“ECCO is still the cathedral of oncological con-
ferences inEurope. It is theuniqueplatform formul-
tidisciplinary collaboration in oncology inEurope. It
is prestigious if you are invited to speak, and should
be seen as an acknowledgement and stimulus for the
increasing efforts in research inEurope.Theonly fac-
tor working against conferences of that size is the
growing tendency for people to focus on confer-

ences in their specific area of research, very
much the result of science and research

becoming fragmented.
“One of the most important

issues is thatEuropean research
needs to be distributed in the
first place amongst commu-
nities inEurope.Americans
promote theirownresearch.
We should do thatmore.”

The FECS conference
unit also grew: at one time,
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“ECCO is the unique platform for multi-

disciplinary collaboration in oncology in Europe”

“Still the cathedral of oncological
conferences in Europe”. Vantongelen

put together the core scientific
programme for ECCO 14 before
leaving FECS for new challenges



12 staff were organising meetings, symposiums and
conferencesacrossEurope.Vantongelencoordinated
the first European Breast Cancer Conference
(EBCC) in Florence in 1998, which put clinicians,
scientists and advocates on the same platform and
astonished theorganisers by attracting3,000people.

Theother event ofwhich she ismost proud is the
annualFlims (Switzerland)WorkshoponMethods in
Clinical Cancer Research for young researchers,
sponsoredbyFECSwith theAmericanAssociation for
Cancer Research (AACR) andASCO.

Oncologist Jean-PierreArmand tookVantongelen
to visit theVailClinicalTrialWorkshop in theUS.He
wasdetermined to start something similar forEurope,
and commissionedVantongelen tomake it happen.

“This was a fantastic idea. A young researcher
comes with a study proposal and, during the work-
shop, is guided towards a feasible design addressing
a sound scientific question. With the help of top
experts in the field and individual counselling, theygo
home in five dayswith the finished protocolwritten.
Theyworkday andnight, butwhen they gohomeon
theFridaymorningyoucanseegreat relief andvictory
in their eyes.”

Over the eight Flims workshops with which she
was associated, 95% of the researchers went home
withacompletedprotocol, andhalfwereapprovedby
local ethical committees.

The Flims Alumni Club contains many future
leaders in oncology, and an increasing number of
previousFlims fellowsnowpresent researchatASCO
and at ECCO.

Vantongelen left FECS in2006.Shewill not dis-
cussherdeparture,but itwasclearly anunhappy time
in her professional life.

RETURN TO RESEARCH
She arrived at BIG last November, delighted to be
back with clinical research, but characteristically,
with some self-doubt. “I was a bit frightened that I
missed too many important translational research
developments and the legal- and regulatory-related

issues that I absolutely need here. I caught up rea-
sonably rapidly, but still there are so many things to
learn, specifically about thenewcomplex trialswe run
and plan for the future.”

BIG’s aim is to facilitate the conduct of large and
difficult breast cancer clinical trials and to reduce
wasteful duplication. Vantongelen arrived as BIG
was about to launch the ALTTO and Neo-ALTTO
trials, evaluating lapatinib, a small tyrosinekinasemol-
ecule, given either adjuvant or neo-adjuvant, alone,
sequentially or in combination to trastuzumab (Her-
ceptin) for patients with HER2-positive, early-stage
breast cancer. TheALTTO trial is jointly conducted
with theUSNorthCentralCancerTreatmentGroup
and BIG is coordinating the activities between
research groups inEurope, Japan,Taiwan,Australia,
NewZealand, SouthAfrica, and inNorth andSouth
America, altogether representing over 1,200 institu-
tions.ALTTOis indeed the first truly global adjuvant
trial for breast cancer.

Vantongelen has seen clinical research in oncol-
ogy develop from the early prospective clinical trials
to the complex modern global trials with the fasci-
nating translational research opportunities of today.

“I’m a believer. I believe in the future of oncology
in Europe; there are many challenges, but there are
also many good and enthusiastic people around.
Timesarechangingand research ismoving faster than
everbefore– soarepeople andopportunities, and the
newgenerationofoncologists,whoarenot stuck inold
politics, are the driving force of this future.”

As her 60th birthday approaches, Vantongelen
looks forward to spendingmore timewithher grand-
childrenandhusband.She recalls the timewhenher
three children were under the age of seven as a
periodof complete exhaustion thatwent by in ablur.

“Iwas studying. Iwasworking. Iwas raising chil-
dren, Suddenly, you realise that they are teenagers.
Nowwith thegrandchildrenyouget a secondchance,
but younever get a third one! I enjoy everyminute of
it and,while Idon’thave toomanyspareminutes right
now, I want tomake firm plans for that.”

“The new generation of oncologists, who are not

stuck in old politics, are the driving force of this future”
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